Prof. Cambon Talks Tonight

APRIL 13 - Professor Claude Cambon of Rangos University with the "Rugano Modena-Contemporary Italian Poet" will be in residence in Manton Room, to discuss his work on his trip to Italy. Professor Cambon spoke at the college two years ago, and because of his popularity, Professor Cambon, director of the Barbieri Studio, extended this second invitation.

Professor Cambon says of Modena: "He is one of the brilliant young Americanist scholars of American literature in Italy today: one of the chief interpreters of American literature and culture for the Italians."

Glee Clubs Plan Saturday Sing

APRIL 13-Trinity's Glee Club and Colby Junior College's Concert Club will sing at a joint spring concert 8:15 p.m. tomorrow in the Washington Room. Regular members will be dressed in glee club uniforms, and several of the students will be wearing suits and ties.

Some of the seven hundred tickets already sold to the boys, the Administration and the Faculty, and the students. In September, the detailed evaluation reviews efforts by Senators aid by other members of the undergraduate body, the whole person. One

Campus Evaluation Ready For Monday Distribution

APRIL 13 - Approximately four hundred copies of the recently completed Senate Evaluation will be distributed Monday to students who have submitted their desired results to the senate.

A total of about seven hundred evaluation booklets have been published. Each listing majors, with highlighting professors. Each one has been published Italian version of James Joyce's Ulysses. hut(em and cultural affairs, and the Colby image."

Political Science Club Installs New Officers

APRIL 10-An old regime died and a new one was born tonight as the Alpha "Club" battled for three important offices. Both candidates were dean of the program of the senators.

Results were: seven offices filled by 5 men. In three hours former President Hin King's executive committee was replaced by an entirely new cabinet. The three offices which were shuffled, changed, and replaced: President, Richard S. (VP); President, Robert C. (Secretary); Treasurer, Tom Knox (Treasurer), Tom Knox (96). The president also appointed M. BNon-Marcus also became the club's senior delegate to the Connecticut Interfraternity Council. After the dance begins. The postponed election will be held next Monday night in Alumni Lounge of dormitory. Dr. Novila's second discussion of night.

Vote To Settle IFC-Senate Issue

BERNARD BARDER
APRIL 9 — The long-simmering conflict over the Senate's attempt to graft onto the Senate agenda jurisdiction over the Interfraternity Council was en route to implementation. Senator John F. H. M. (96) asserted that the resolution, if passed, would serve as a "jumping off point" for the Senate and also to build up the power of the Senate. At the time of the initial defeat of the resolution by the Senate, Bennett expressed his pleasure over what he said was an attempt to control the IFC.

Bennett remarked that the exact location for the referendum was a matter of speculation. He pointed out that the vote be done informally in the future. Bennett also stated that the "disaffected" group of the IFC will continue to participate in the referendum. As for planning, Bennett expressed his willingness to "work with" the group. Bennett emphasized that the referred to the Senate the IFC.
From The Arts Council

Brashich Show Exceptional

BY RICHARD TUCKER

Like the overlooked work of a poet who cannot spell, Deyan Brashich's exhibit was stripped off by campus critics because of the "unprofessional" quality of the work.

Any artist must plan to spend at least 10 years "polishing" the mechanisms of his art. Even after this polishing is complete, there is no assurance that the artist will create successful art, much less be considered a successful artist.

Deyan Brashich is not "polished" and would readily admit that his work cannot be considered great art. However, he is considered a successful artist.

Brashich Show Exceptional Achievement in both its quantity and its quality.

Conservative Trinity

It was a delight to walk into Wean Lounge knowing that the 21 pieces assembled there were the work of a Trinity student. Campus critics complain that Trinity is too conservative, but a better description of Trinity's atmosphere would "impassant." Deyan Brashich has proved himself to be an exception to the rule.

Mechanical technique, while admittably unpolished in his show, is only one facet of art criticism. A very important quality in successful art work is "significance," a term used in art criticism as the antonym of triteness. Deyan Brashich has a fine eye for the significant, an ability which neither 10 nor 30 years of "polishing" can give.

Abel-Smith Denies Medical Care For Aged Socialist

MARCH 36--Dr. Brian Abel-Smith today spoke on medical care for the aged to a packed Conference Room audience that included several doctors and insurance company executives.

Abel-Smith, a reader in Social Administration at London School of Economics and adviser to the British Labour Party, discussed the issue of medical care in relation to England's National Health Service scheme.

Calling the King-Anderson medical care bill null before the Congress a "rather modest proposal," Abel-Smith remarked that Europe can now spend more money on medical care than Great Britain and Switzerland.

"And why he feels that medical care in the United States is the only "high income" nation not to have state-supported care.
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Open star Richard Tucker lives in constant fear. He's afraid of losing his voice--and even his life. In his week's travel, till now unprecedented, he'll meet the Breton-born bellow. Learn why he got the shivers when he thinks of Leonard Warren's death, and why he feels his resemblance is cause of a "mystic sign."
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New Tabber

Snap

The authentic

British tab collar.

Here's a college shirt with the distinctive tab collar minus the nuisance of a brass collar button to hold the tabs in place.

The tabs snap together under the tie knot (no cumbersome tie clip) and make a snappy look. Try Tabber Snap for a change of pace in striped Oxford white and colors.

$5.00

From the

"Lawd's Collection"
The teachers voted to strike last night by barely 300 votes out of 4,800 strong last for nearly two hours. When it was finished, the faces of winner and loser on the stage at St. Nick's were alike unreadable in their common depression. It had been horribly and desperately close. But the balance had been tipped. The teachers had voted to strike and leave their fate to the fears, out of their exhaustion, to the surprise of the Mayor and to the trepidation of their leaders, in fog and darkness, guided by an instinct that only this dangerous adventure gave them any chance to save themselves, their honor and the public schools of New York.

The executive board of the United Federation of Teachers stood around Charles Cogen, their president, who had fought to the last in the face of winner and loser on the stage at St. Nick's were alike unreadable in their common depression. It had been horribly and desperately close. "The teachers had voted to strike and leave their fate to the fears, out of their exhaustion, to the surprise of the Mayor and to the trepidation of their leaders, in fog and darkness, guided by an instinct that only this dangerous adventure gave them any chance to save themselves, their honor and the public schools of New York."
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Landerman Stars in Relief As Bantams Scrap for Runs

April 11—Trinity opened its home season with a convincing 5-3 win over highly favored Delaware, Middle Atlantic here today.

Highlighters: Chris McNeil and Pete Landerman held the E 1 to six hits, while the infield came up with several excellent plays. A strike out off any potential rallies, a double play to end the game, and a sacrifice fly by the Bantam catcher allowed the decisive hit.

Dubbe Steal Works

With the pitcher standing at the mound preparing to pitch in the next inning, Pete brake for second and Rollie balanced, scoring Johnston. Unfazed by this experience as well as by the uncivilized noise that the fans were deranging, the white precisely gave up a walk and a single to Stack Winner to load the bases. On the first pitch, Polk brok for home as the Eli hurler McNeil laid down a perfect squeeze bunt for the inning's second run.

In the fifth, the Bantams showed that they were not dead. McNell, who had the E batsmen mostly keeping up or grounding out in the first four frames, lost his curve ball and his control. A walk, a single, and a double produced two runs before Landerman arrived to put out the fire.

In the seventh, Trinity added an insurance run on singles by Johnston and Matt Halsell to load the bases. The next inning, Anderson set off by striking ball down the left field line. The Bantam leftfielder and the ball dislodged into the brush near the left field fence and, before another object appeared again, Anderson had circled the bases. But because the ball went under the fence, Anderson's right hand was splintered. Landerman was sent back to second base where he was stranded.

Assistance by Landerman

Meanwhile, pitcher Landerman was proving that right now he is one of the best in the team. The poised right-hander allowed only one walk and one error, and constantly fooled the Eli slugger with his varied deliveries. He received credit for the win.

Rollie Johnson, the Bantam shortstop, set the stage for a home run by the Bantam catcher 111. Johnson sent a ball down the left field line and moments later Rollie Johnson's throw returned it but Johnson, missing the tag, dropped the ball.

Newark, Del.—March 30—Tom Calabrese led off with a long home run with one on and one in. With two on, Barry Anderson doubled Calabrese home and moments later Rollie Lancaster doubled the second run. After Yale had scored once, the bases became untied for two more times in the wild fourth inning. With two on and three singles he could quell the rally, five runs scored. Pete Landerman relieved Woodruff in the fifth and put the side down, although he was hit for a run in the eighth inning.

Woodruff set down the first five men in order, but back-to-back home runs by Linnex Russ Warren and Gerry Erinich tied the score at 1-2. The same two men combined to give Columbia a lead in the bottom of the fourth. Warren was hit by a pitch and Erinich followed with a double. An unassisted double steal seemed to be foiled when Polk doubled home the second run. After Yalo had scored once, the rally was stopped by Pete Landerman's perfect squeeze bunt for the second run. With one- out, Barry Anderson doubled Calabrese home and moments later Rollie Lancaster doubled the second run. After Yale had scored once, the bases became untied for two more times in the wild fourth inning. With two on and three singles he could quell the rally, five runs scored. Pete Landerman relieved Woodruff in the fifth and put the side down, although he was hit for a run in the eighth inning.
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